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Plant Manager (Piling)
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Company: Ernest Gordon Recruitment Limited

Location: Halstead

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Plant Manager (Piling)

£35,000 - £45,000 + Monday to Friday + Bonus Scheme + Days Only + On-Site

Parking + Bespoke Training Plan + Company Van

Halstead 

Are you an individual with a background in piling, agricultural fitting or maintenance looking for

an exciting new opportunity to take up a senior management position within a rapidly

growing SME?

This company work on a variety of exciting projects such as schools, apartment buildings and

the housing sector. Established in 1980 they have built a team of 60 like-minded individuals with a

range of backgrounds creating a uniquely diverse and friendly environment. With most of their

work based around London and Essex from four depots, they have recently taken on new

projects in areas such as Leeds and Bristol.

The role would suit an ambitious individual with a competent background with piling or

agricultural equipment. A suitable candidate will be ambitious and looking to inject growth

within the company, with their assistance in physical maintenance but also staff

management and project organisation.
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If you are an individual looking to take a senior role opportunity with personal and

professional development encouraged in a niche specialist field then apply today.

The Role:

Conduct maintenance and repairs on machinery based in the warehouse.

Organise the response of mobile fitters to appropriate clients.

Process and write-up necessary health and safety paperwork.

Take incoming orders and process them alongside client requirements.The Person:

Background in piling or agricultural plant maintenance or fitting.Job Reference: BBBH13133

Keywords: Plant, Piling, Halstead, Manager, Management, Engineer, Fitter, Heavy, Machinery,

Rigs, Compressors, Monday to Friday

If you're interested in this role, click 'apply now' to forward an up-to-date copy of your CV.

We are an equal opportunities employer and welcome applications from all suitable candidates.

The salary advertised is a guideline for this position. The offered renumeration will be

dependent on the extent of your experience, qualifications, and skill set.

Ernest Gordon Recruitment Limited acts as an employment agency for permanent recruitment

and employment business for the supply of temporary workers. By applying for this job, you

accept the T&C's, Privacy Policy and Disclaimers which can be found at our website.

Apply Now
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